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Political Cartoons

- Opinion pieces about political conditions, events or people; drawn commentary - such as editorials or gloss in written text.
- Caricatures are an audio-visual source that complement other historical sources.
- Collections of printed caricatures from newspapers and magazines on specific politicians or specific topics
- Drawings available in newspaper quality and thus reproducible only to a limited extent; moreover, without exploitation rights
- Caricature fond of a cartoonist incl. original drawings, sketches and press cuttings (proofs of printing), including copyright to the drawings
Archiv für Christlich-Soziale Politik (ACSP) – Holdings

- The CSU exists only in Bavaria, one of the 16 states of the Federal Republic of Germany.
- In the national parliament, the German Bundestag, it always forms a parliamentary group with the CDU, which does not run in Bavaria but in all the other 15 states.
- The CDU and CSU are sister parties

CDU-leader Helmut Kohl observes how CSU- leader Franz Josef Strauß wants to drive a wedge between "CDU" and "CSU".
Holdings: Overview - Collections

1. Politicians of CSU – Personal Papers:  
   Private and Office Files, Deposits
2. CSU party committees
3. Parliamentary groups
4. Special collections (not CSU, but related institutions)
5. Collections
6. Politisch-historische Fachbibliothek

5. Collections (incl. audiovisual material)
   5.1. Printed matter, Brochures
   5.2. Pamphlets, Flyers
   5.3. Posters
   5.4. Photographs
   5.5. Films
   5.6. Sound Recordings
   5.7. Objects, Advertising material
   5.8. Personal documentaries
   5.9. Press Clipping Collections
   5.10. Websites
   5.11. Party Newspapers
   5.12. Speeches

Infos about ACSP: https://www.hss.de/archiv/
Information on the six archives of the political foundations in Germany

https://www.hss.de/fileadmin/user_upload/HSS/Dokumente/ACSP/Broschuere_Sammlungsprofil_2022_Archive_Politische_Stiftungen_en.pdf
Herbert Kolfhaus

- Born on 10 October 1916 in Frankfurt am Main
- Died on 17 January 1987 in Munich
- 1936 Abitur, military service and labour service
- 1938 studies history, newspaper science and literature in Munich
- 1940-1945 Soldier
- 1948 begins to draw political caricatures as an autodidact
The USA and Great Britain, which had already united their occupation zones in 1947 to form the Bizone, allied with France to form a common economic area. In March 1948 the Trizone was built. This union created the basis for the foundation of a West German state, which resulted in the division of Germany in 1949.
The last two original drawings from January 1987, focusing on the date and the result of the Bundestag election on 25 January 1987. But: Kolfhaus died on 17 January 1987!
Memorial page with a selection of Kolfhaus drawings Bayernkurier of 24.1.1987, page 6 (above)
Memorial page with a selection of Kolfhaus drawings Bayernkurier o 24.1.1987, page 6 (bottom)
12.250 Drawings on [http://wissen.hss.de](http://wissen.hss.de)

[http://wissen.hss.de.esearch/browse.tt.html?type=professional&action=link&db=faust&expertmode=&slab.1=BASIC&sprompt.1=&sop.1=AND&slab.2=BASIC&sprompt.2=&sop.2=AND&slab.3=BASIC&sprompt.3=&sop.3=AND&search-type=ITYPEF%2CMTYPEF%2CRTYPE%3D(Karikaturen)&pstemplates=ps_regular,ps_regular,ps_regular&area51]
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The First Sketch of History: SPP-ICA Jerusalem Conference
Golden Bridge to Peace

The Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty was signed on March 26, 1979 in the US capital Washington by Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and Egypt's President Anwar as-Sadat. Like the previous Camp David Accords, US President Jimmy Carter signed the peace treaty as a witness.

(Caricature of 09.03.1979: NL Kolfhaus Herbert 1979: 3/29)
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Thank you for your attention!

Promenade. Lady (= Geneva Conference) is greeted by Nikita Khrushchev; Harold Macmillan pays attention to her; John F. Kennedy behaves dismissively (Caricature of 10.03.1962: NL Kolfhaus Herbert 1962: 3/18)